
AMBIT ENERGY BUSINESS PLAN

Join our Ambit Energy team today, lead a team tomorrow. Learn how to become an energy consultant and get started
on the path of owning your own business!.

Having said that we can see that part of the process of becoming a consultant, is becoming a customer You get
another 2 customer points when you set up your 'business building website'. Ambit is about to expand into
Japan and will so become another multi-national network marketing company. We have Consultants who
work their Ambit business part time or full time. Ambit Energy Consultants: 1. There's a 6 minute video on
there which explains how this 'life changing opportunity' allows you to earn money every time people use
either their gas or electricity. The presentations will then show you how easy it is to make money with Ambit.
In true network marketing tradition, it's quite possible that the business opportunity was presented to you and a
collection of other prospective new recruits. They might talk about it while you see a picture similar to this
one: Source: Ambit Energy Business Presentation Script. This is shown in the image below:. Your first
customer point is as easy as switching your own power to Ambit and therefore you are your own first
customer! Our review of Ambit Energy will take a detailed look at their business opportunity. The
presentation introduces it as a 'life-changing opportunity'. In case we've been too subtle, we'd just like to point
out that we believe you can't make money with Ambit Energy. The team builder bonus can be earned on every
consultant you personally sponsor! Explaining how much you can earn and how to get yourself promoted to
earn even more. The second difference is that it's paid on all customers in your Ambit organization, not just
those signed up by new 'marketing consultants'. On the flip side, after 4 weeks they will most likely want to
focus their energy on new consultants who have the potential to earn them a team builder bonus. Ambit
Energy Income Potential Instead of spending millions of dollars every year in traditional advertising, Ambit
pays its Consultants to acquire customers. You can get yourself promoted. It is paid to unlimited levels in your
downline! If you have become a customer and set up your Ambit website, then you'll have 3 customer points.
Ambit keeps it simple. It's our understanding that when you sign a new customer to Ambit, a random stranger
will earn up to 30 times more monthly income than you for the work you have done. If you open a Gmail
account, you will also get access to a collection of Google apps such as cloud storage, a calendar and many
more. The video goes a s step further purporting that this is a 'unique and proven system'. Fortunately we were
also able find their more extensive 17 page explanation of the 3 ways to earn with Ambit. If you are looking
for a home business and huge residual income opportunity that actually helps people save money on
something they are already paying for and have to use every second of every day, you have landed in the right
place. This creates competition and lower prices. While this might sound well and good, we see it as an early
warning signal. If you attend a presentation, you might be shown a video such as this one: Along with this
video, we also read through a copy of the Ambit Energy Business Presentation Script.


